IEEE 2001 CDC
Valid Dates: November 30 - December 9, 2001

$4.00 Discount Off - Regular Round Trip Price Of: $27.00 per adult
Present this coupon to MEARS MOTOR SHUTTLE COUNTER at the airport for round trip transportation to and from the HYATT REGENCY GRAND CYPRESS

SALES # 08 ORDER # 157429
MEARS MOTOR SHUTTLE.

COUNTER COLLECTS PAYMENT
Tickets Must be Purchased at Airport Location for Discount. Gratuity not included.

**2ND LEVEL**
"A" TERMINAL: DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM AMERICAN BAGGAGE CLAIM CAROUSEL #5 OR SOUTHWEST BAGGAGE CLAIM CAROUSEL #12
"B" TERMINAL: DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM UNITED BAGGAGE CLAIM CAROUSEL #8 OR DELTA BAGGAGE CLAIM CAROUSEL #13

*THANK YOU FOR USING MEARS TRANSPORTATION GROUP*
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